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Dear Mr. Deputy Chairman, 

Planning Commission 

New Delhi 

16th October, 1964. 

You may recall that at the last meeting of the National Develop
ment Council I had suggested to the State Governments assembled 
that they might consider the advisability of strengthening the eva
luation machinery in their States and putting them on a more syste
matic basis. I laid emphasis on the importance of such an evaluation 
machinery having a semi-independent status and also dwelt on the 
need of the State machinery being coordinated with our Central 
machinery of Programme Evaluation In the Planning Commission. I 
concluded by saying that I would like to discuss the subject with the 
State Planning Secretaries the next day. 

2. Accordingly, a meeting of the State Planning Secretaries was 
called in the Planning Commission on November 11, 1963. After 
a full and free discussion. it was agreed that it would be very useful 
from the point of view of effective implementation of State develop
mental programmes if a we11-organised evaluation machinery could 
be set up in the different States and their work coordinated with the 
work of the Programme Evaluation Organization. In order that the 
details of such an evaluation machinery could be worked out from the 
point of view of obtaining a certain amount of uniformity and co
ordination among the various States, it was decided to constitute a 
Working Group to examine this problem in all its bearings and sub
mit concrete proposals. The Working Group had on its membership 
several State Planning Secretaries or Development Commissioners 
with myself as Chairman and the Director of the P.E.O., Dr. J.P. Bhat
tacharjee as convenor. Shri T. P. Singh, Secretary · Planning Com
mission was also member of this group. 

3. The Working Group have held several meetings and in addition 
have gone round a number of States and held discussions with the 
senior officers of these State Governments. They also had the privi
lege of having discussions with some of the Chief Ministers in the 
States they visited. As a result of the first-hand knowledge they 
thus gained not only of the working of evaluation machinery In the 
States where these are well-organised but also of the problems that 
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face the Stales in regard tu evaluation, the Working ?roup _have ?een 
able to bring a great deal of renlism to bear on their deliberations. 
The report submitted herewith is unanimous and we trust that 
speedy action will be taken on our recommendations. 

4. I may be permitted to mention briefly here some of our major 
findings. We h~ve come to the conclusion that there is scope for 
two types of evaluation in the States, one of which is oriented to the 
current operational problems and arrangements for which should 
therefore be integrated with the implementing agencies concerned 
in the various developmental sectors. The other type of evaluation 
is much more similar to what the Planning Commission has been 
having made through its Programme Evaluation Organisation. The 
second type of evalution requires that the evaluation agency should 
be independent of the machinery charged with the responsibility for 
administering programmes. We have recommended, therefore, that 
every State Government should have an evaluation organisation as 
an integral part of its planning macll:inery. This organisation should 
function either as a wing or a division of the Planning Department or 
as a Directorate attached to it. It should not oe under the adminis
trative control of any other department. Nor should it be ~ocated in 
the Bureau of Statistics either as a wing or a division. The State 
evaluation organisation, as. conceived by the Group, will have a 
headquarter unit and a field organisation. On this basis, it has been 
recommended that in the Fourth Plan, provision be made for a sum 
of Rs. 150 lakh for evaluation schemes of States and Union Terri
tories. 

5. The envisaged expansion in the evaluation set-up and activities 
in the States will impose additional responsibilities on the evaluation 
machinery at the Centre, especiaUy in respect of coordination and 
administration of plan schemes, extension of technical advice and 
information, and training of personnel. The Group have recommend
ed that the P.E.O. should be adequately strengthened so that it can 
assume this added burden of duties. 

6. The Group have, recommended that there should be a Central 
Advisory Council on Evaluation on which the State Governments 
the Planning Commission. the Central Ministries and the P.E.o: 
should be represented. It should meet. at least once a year to revie'V 
progress of stud~es, discuss problems, methods and techniq~es of eva
luation and advise the Central and the State evaluation agencies on 
the programmes of study and the coordination of their activities. 

7. With ~uch. an evaluation set-up extending from the States to 
the Centre, tt wtll he possible to hrin~ out an annual evaluation re-
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view of the whole plan. The Group envisage this as one of the basic 
annual documents to be placed before the nation. The document 
will be discussed at the Central Council on Evaluation before it is 
finalised and will incorporate the evaluation experience during the 
year of the Central and the State organisations. 

8. In addition, the Working Group also considered, though some
what briefly, the existing arrangements for planning and progress 
analysis in the different States. They found that planning has not 
yet been fully organised as a sepal"Ste department in a number of 
States and also that the planning machinery appears to stand in need 
not only of a larger staff but also of a better technical and organisa
tional set-up. Though this is not directly within the terms of refer
ence of the Working Group, I cannot help bringing prominently to 
your notice tbe importance of having a thorough review of the plan
ning machinery in the States from the point of view of both the 
formulation and implementation o{ development programmes. Inci
dentally, it needs hardly emphasising that the better the planning 
machinery the more successful would be the use of evaluation. 

9. I would also like to make a reference to another important find
ing of the Working Group which again perhaps does not come strictly 
within the terms of reference. Arrangements for progress analysis 
and implementation review display a wide diversity among the 
States. There is room for qualilative improvement in progress re
porting and analysis in a number of plan sectors like irrigation and 
power, cooperation, education and health. In a number of States, 
there is scope for the systematisation and streamlining of the existing 
arrangements for reporting, e.g., coordinating and rationalising the 
progress reporting system in the districts and the routing and analy
sis of such data at higher levels. I think it would be very much 
worthwhile for the Planning Commission to take up this matter and 
perhaps have this referred for detailed consideration to the Study 
Team or a Working Group similar to ours. 

10. In conclusion I should like to place on record my very deep 
appreciation of the splendid work that has been done in connection 
with this Working Group by Dr. J. P. Bhattacharjee, Director of the 
Programme Evaluation Organisation. As convenor of the Group, the 
main burden lay on his shoulders and as you can see from the report, 
he has discharged it in a commendable manner. I would also like 
to express my deep sense of gratitude to the other members of the 
Working Group, especially those from the State Governments who 
spared time to attend our meetings, accompanied the Working Group 
on the tours and gave us not only the benefit of their experience in 
their own States hut also substantially contributed to the thinking 
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that has gone into the findings of our report. I must also thank al:l 
the State Governments for having responded to our questionnaire 
and furnishing us with all the material that was required for our 
getting a complete picture of the state of evaluation and the problems 
connected therewith in the country. 

11. I am confident that the implementation of our recommenda
tions will be an important step in the streamlining of the administra
tive machinery in the States for economic development and this will 
go a long way towards our getting both larger and quicker returns 
from the investments that are being made in the States. 

Shri Asoka Mehta 
Deputy Chairman 
Planning Commission. 

Yours sincerely 

Sdf- (V. K. R. V. RAO) 
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